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Abstract—This paper considers cooperation between
primary and secondary users in shared spectrum ra-
dio networks via caching. A network consisting of a
single macro (primary) base-station and multiple small
(secondary) base-stations is considered. Secondary base-
stations can cache some primary files and thereby satisfy
content requests generated from nearby primary users.
For this cooperative scenario, we develop two caching
and scheduling policies under which the set of primary
and secondary user request generation rates that can be
supported increases from the case without cooperation.
The first of these algorithms provides maximum gain in
the set of supportable primary and secondary request
generation rates. However under this algorithm primary
packet transmissions from secondary base-stations do not
have higher priority than that of secondary packets. As a
result, we propose another sub-optimal (with respect to set
of supportable request generation rate vectors) algorithm
wherein primary packet transmissions from secondary
base-stations have higher priority than that of secondary
packets. Extensive simulations are conducted to compare
the performance of both algorithms with that of a non-
cooperative algorithm that is optimal, with respect to set
of supportable request generation rates, among all non-
cooperative policies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shared spectrum or cognitive networks are promising

solutions to the spectrum scarcity problem in future

networks. In cognitive networks some unlicensed or sec-

ondary users are allowed to opportunistically access and

transmit on a given channel provided the primary or li-

censed users of that channel are not active. Traditionally,

primary and secondary networks have been assumed to

be non-cooperative i.e., the primary and secondary users

do not assist in each other’s transmissions. However,

if secondary users choose to assist the transmission of

primary users, then it may reduce the overall duration

for which the primary user is active on that channel.

This in turn can also benefit the secondary users because

it increases their own transmission opportunities. Coop-

eration between primary and secondary networks have

been widely studied from a physical-layer perspective

Fig. 1. A primary network with one base-station co-existing with two
secondary base-stations. The outermost circle indicates the transmis-
sion region of the primary base-station.

(e.g. [1]–[3]). Other recent works (e.g. [4]–[8]) study

network-layer aspects of cooperation such as queuing

and prioritized scheduling.

Another popular solution to support increasing mobile

network traffic is to encourage localized communication

by using small base-stations. This leads to a higher

spatial re-use of the spectrum. However, limited capacity

of backhaul links at the base-stations diminish the impact

of this approach [9]. As a result, it was suggested in

[9] to cache popular files at nearby base-stations which

leads to lower back-haul usage as well as improves delay

performance for the users. Caching is also an attractive

approach since storage-capacity is relatively inexpensive

compared to other network resources.

In this work we explore cooperation between primary

and secondary networks via caching. We consider a

primary network consisting of a single base-station that

serves primary users. Co-existing with the primary net-

work is a set of small secondary base-stations that serve

secondary users. An example of such a network is shown

in Fig.1. Both primary and secondary users request

content from their respective base-stations where these
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requests are queued at some request-queue. The base-

stations serve these requests by transmitting the packets

corresponding to requested files if the file is present in

their cache. If the requested file is not currently present in

the cache, then the file is fetched (after some delay) so as

to satisfy the content-request. We assume that content is

fetched at base-stations periodically and we refer to this

period as the cache-refresh period. Since some of the

secondary base-stations might be located closer to the

primary users, they may have better downlink channels

than the primary base stations. Therefore, if some of

the content requests from primary users are served via

secondary base-stations then that might free up spectrum

resources for use by the secondary users.

For the above network scenario we address the im-

portant problem of developing caching and scheduling

policies with performance guarantees. In particular we

design algorithms under which a centralized network

controller determines: (a) which files to cache at the

secondary base-stations in every cache-refresh period

and, (b) how to schedule transmissions in each time-

slot. The goal of the network controller is to maintain

stability of the request-queues i.e., to keep the length of

all request-queues in the network bounded. Accordingly,

our performance measure is the set of all primary and

secondary user request generation rates for which every

request-queue in the network is stable.

We develop two algorithms: Dynamic Caching and

Scheduling Policy (DCSP) and Minimum Caching and

Scheduling Policy (MCSP). Both algorithms are devel-

oped using Lyapunov-drift techniques and make deci-

sions without knowledge of the request generation rates

of secondary users. We find that the set of primary and

secondary user request generation rate vectors for which

the network is stable under both algorithms is greater

than that under any non-cooperative algorithm. Under

the DCSP algorithm each secondary base-station caches

only one secondary file in every period while filling

up the rest of the cache with primary files. However,

only primary packet transmissions from the primary

base-station enjoy higher priority of channel access. In

the MCSP algorithm however, requests from primary

users queued at any secondary base-station are always

served with higher priority than that from secondary

users. Furthermore, in every caching period, the network-

controller dynamically varies the number of cached

primary files while ensuring system stability. As a result

secondary base-stations can serve more than one type

of secondary file requests in each period. Simulation

results in Section V show that this algorithm, with

proper selection of a penalty parameter, tends to have

better delay performance than the DCSP algorithm when

request generation rates are low. In such scenarios it

is not necessary for system stability to cache as much

primary files as possible in every secondary base-station.

In Section V we also show that the delay performance of

MCSP is not guaranteed to be better than DCSP for any

choice of the penalty parameter. However, the guaranteed

stability region of the network under MCSP is less than

that under the DCSP algorithm.

Related work: There is a substantial body of literature

on caching in non-cognitive wireless networks. Some

results include [9]–[11] and the references therein. On

the other hand caching in cognitive networks has been

studied recently in [12] and [13]. However they did not

consider primary-secondary cooperation. Our periodic

cache-refresh policy and the use of Lyapunov drift to

develop a scheduling policy is motivated by [14] and

[15]. However, their results are not directly applicable

in the cognitive network setting since here primary users

have higher priority of channel access than secondary

nodes. While a simple Lyapunov drift-based algorithm

tries to serve the queues with higher backlogs first, in

our model the request-queues in the primary base-station

would have to be served before that at the secondary

base-stations even when it has relatively lower back-

log (except possibly when a secondary base-station is

serving a primary request). Such complications resulting

from higher priority of service for primary users are

addressed in this work, and, up to our knowledge, have

not been addressed before.

In Section II we describe our system model. In Section

III and IV we propose the DCSP and MCSP policies,

respectively. Section V presents simulation results. Sec-

tion VI concludes the paper. Detailed description of the

policies, proof of their stability properties are relegated,

due to lack of space, to the technical report [16].

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The network consists of a macrocell wherein a

single primary base-station PB serves N (p) primary

users: PU1,. . ., PUN(p) . It also contains M sec-

ondary small-cells SC1, . . . , SCM with secondary base-

stations SB1,. . .,SBM at their centres respectively.

There are N (s) secondary users which are denoted

as SU1,. . .,SUN(s) . Each secondary user is located in

exactly one of those small-cells. We consider a discrete

time-slotted model. Every file request is served by suc-

cessfully transmitting C packets of equal size. A base-

station attempts a new packet transmission only at the

beginning of a time-slot; it can attempt at most one such

transmission at any slot. At the end of the time-slot

the transmission is either successful and the packet is

successfully received by the desired user or the trans-

mission fails and the packet needs to be re-transmitted

at some other slot. Next we present details about our



transmission scheme, interference model, caching and

scheduling constraints.

A. Transmission Model
The primary and secondary base-stations transmit at

fixed power. All secondary base-stations have identical

transmission range which is lower than that of PB. Some

primary users are located relatively far away from PB

but close to one or more secondary base-stations (i.e.,

within a small cell). As a result, the probability of a

successful transmission from PB to such primary users

is lower than that from adjacent secondary base-stations.

For simplicity, we assume: (a) in every slot, transmission

from PB to any user succeeds with probability p (where

0 < p ≤ 1) while transmissions from any secondary

base-station to any user within its transmission range

succeeds with probability 1, and (b) any primary user

is within transmission range of at most one secondary

base-station. We denote the set of primary and secondary

users in SCi (where 1 ≤ i ≤ M ) by φ
(p)
i and φ

(s)
i

respectively. All secondary users and base-stations are

within the transmission range of PB.

B. Caching Model
Every time a secondary base-station caches a set

of files it incurs some cost. This cost is modeled by

requiring that secondary base-stations only cache files

periodically. A higher frequency of caching reflects a

higher cost. A cache-refresh period is defined to be

the number of slots between two successive caching

events. A cache refresh period may also represent how

frequently contents in files become outdated thereby

requiring their newer versions to be fetched. It consists

of T slots with the very first caching event being at slot

t = 1.

C. Generation of Content Requests
We consider the case where primary and secondary

networks cater to different types of users. This can

occur, for example, if the small-cells serve an industrial

or academic environment while users of the macrocell

are the general public who are typically interested in

video content. We denote the library of files requested

by primary users as F (p) with individual files in the

set being referred to as F
(p)
1 ,. . . ,F

(p)

|F (p)|. Similarly we

denote the library of files requested by secondary users

as F (s) with individual files in the set being referred to

as F
(s)
1 ,. . . ,F

(s)

|F (s)|. In this work we assume these two

sets are mutually exclusive. Henceforth we will call

files in F (p) and F (s) as primary and secondary files

respectively. Similarly, we call packets corresponding to

primary and secondary files as primary and secondary

packets respectively. All files are of equal size.

Files are requested by users according to a popular-

ity distribution which varies from period to period in

an identical and independently distributed (iid) fashion

reflecting the change in user’s preference. We model

this by assuming that in each period the network is in

one of the “popularity states” x ∈ x̃ with probability

qx, where x̃ denotes a finite collection of such states.

Given a primary (respectively secondary) user requests

a file when the network is in state x, the file F
(p)
i (resp.

F
(s)
i ) is requested with probability P

(p)
i,x (resp. P

(s)
i,x ).

In every slot primary (resp. secondary) user PUi (resp.

SUj) requests some file with probability λ
p)
i (resp. λ

s)
j ).

We denote primary and secondary request generation-

rate vectors:(λ
(p)
1 , . . . , λ

(p)

N(p))
T and (λ

(s)
1 , . . . , λ

(s)

N(s))
T

as λλλ(p) and λλλ(s) respectively. All request generation

process are assumed to be iid from slot to slot.

D. Serving Requests From Primary Users
File request from a primary user is queued at either

a secondary base-station (if the primary user is located

in a small-cell and the associated secondary base-station

contains the file) or at the primary base-station. Every

base-station maintains request-queues corresponding to

each type of file requests. Items in each request-queue

correspond to packet requests that need to be satisfied

in response to a file request. For every file request at

a base-station, C such packet requests are created and

queued at the appropriate request-queue. These packet

requests are satisfied in a first-come first serve (FCFS)

manner from respective request-queues.

In order to focus only on the effect of cooperative

caching by the secondary network, we assume the pri-

mary base-station can cache all the |F (p)| primary files.

On other hand, the size of cache at each secondary base-

station is finite. Each such cache can store at most B files

where 0 ≤ B ≤ min(|F (p)|, |F (s)|).
Furthermore, we assume that in each caching period a

secondary base-station caches at least one secondary file

i.e., the maximum number of primary files that can be

cached at each base-station in any period is B-1. This

is useful to construct efficient caching and scheduling

algorithms with stability performance guarantees. In

particular, it allows us to determine the stability con-

straints at secondary base-stations without accounting for

probability of the event: “the network controller offers

transmission rate to a secondary base-station which has

no cached secondary file.” Obtaining probability of such

events is cumbersome but is required to analyze stability

performance of algorithms in which secondary base-

stations do not always have at least one secondary file

in their cache.

We denote a request generated from PUi at slot t

for file f ∈ F (p) by variable A
(p)
f,i (t). This variable

equals C if such a request is indeed generated at t;

otherwise it equals 0. We denote the length of the



request-queue of primary file f in SBk and PB at slot

t as U
(p)
f,k(t) and U

(p)
f,0 (t) respectively. On successful

transmission of a packet corresponding to file f from

PB at t, U
(p)
f,0 (t) is decremented by 1. We denote the

transmission rate offered to base-station PB and SBk for

packets of file f at time slot t by the binary variables

μf,0(t) and μf,k(t) ∈ {0, 1} respectively. We assume,

no transmission-rate is offered to PB for transmitting

packets corresponding to an empty request-queue and all

queues are initially empty. The length of request-queue

of every primary file f at PB is updated as:

U
(p)
f,0 (t+ 1) = U

(p)
f,0 (t)− μf,0(t)IPB(t)

+
∑

i:PUi �∈∪jφ
(p)
j or, PUi∈φ

(p)
k

and f is not present in SBk’s cache

A
(p)
f,i (t)

where IPB(t) is an indicator variable representing a

successful transmission from PB to the receiving primary

user at slot t; it equals 1 if the transmission is successful

and is zero otherwise.

The length of request-queues of every primary file f at

SBk is updated as follows:

U
(p)
f,k(t+ 1) = max{U (p)

f,k(t)− μf,k(t), 0}
+

∑

i:PUi∈φ
(p)
k

A
(p)
f,i (t) ∀1 ≤ k ≤ M

E. Serving Requests From Secondary Users
Requests from secondary users are submitted to the

unique secondary base-station associated with each such

user. Similar to the case of primary files, each secondary

base-station maintains a request-queue for every sec-

ondary file. We denote a packet request generated from

SUj at slot t for a secondary file f ∈ F (s) by a variable

A
(s)
f,j(t) ∈ {0, C}. We denote the length of request-queue

in SBk at t of file f as U
(s)
f,k(t)which is updated as,

U
(s)
f,k(t+ 1) = max{U (s)

f,k(t)− μf,k(t), 0}
+

∑

j:SUj∈φ
(s)
k

A
(s)
f,j(t) ∀1 ≤ k ≤ M

We refer to request-queues corresponding to primary and

secondary files as primary and secondary request-queues

respectively.

Throughout the paper we use the notion of strong

stability of request-queues, defined as follows.

Definition 1: A discrete time queue U(t) is strongly

stable if lim sup
t→∞

1
t

t−1∑
τ=0

E[|U(τ)|] < ∞. The network is

strongly stable if every queue in the network is strongly

stable.

F. Interference Model
We model co-channel interference among secondary

base-stations by using a modified version of the protocol

model of interference described in [17]. We call two

secondary base-stations “interfering neighbors” if they

lie within twice the transmission range of each other. A

transmission from a secondary base-station to any user

is feasible only if none of its interfering neighbors is

transmitting at the same slot.

Note that under our system model assumptions, each

secondary user is served by only one secondary base-

station. Furthermore, we have ignored the possibility that

two interfering secondary base-stations can transmit to

users within their respective transmission range if the

users are sufficiently far apart. Both assumptions sim-

plify the construction of efficient caching and scheduling

algorithms by allowing us to consider only interference

among secondary base-stations rather than that among

the downlink of every secondary user.

We denote as Λ the capacity region corresponding to

the system model. This region contains all primary and

secondary request generation rate vectors for which the

network is stable under any algorithm. Exact description

of the region is provided in [16].

III. DCSP ALGORITHM

In this section we give an overview of the DCSP

algorithm that stabilizes the network of request-queues

for all primary and secondary request generation rate

vectors in the interior of the capacity region Λ.

Under DCSP, at the beginning of each period every

secondary base-station caches B − 1 most popular pri-

mary files (averaged over all popularity states) and the

secondary file with highest instantaneous request-queue

length at that base-station. Whenever the primary base-

station is not transmitting, the controller offers transmis-

sion rates to secondary base-stations by solving a max-

weight problem, over the set of all activation-vectors,

similar to the backpressure type policy. The weights

correspond to the sum of request-queue lengths of the

cached primary and secondary files at each secondary

base-station.

Intuitively, caching B − 1 most popular primary files

maximizes the rate of primary user requests that is served

by secondary base-stations which in turn creates more

transmission opportunities for secondary packets.

It can be shown that DCSP is throughput-optimal.

Theorem 1: DCSP stabilizes the network of request-

queues for all (λλλ(p),λλλ(s))∈ Interior(Λ).

The vector pair (λλλ(p),λλλ(s)) is in the interior of the

region Λ if there exists some constant ε > 0 s.t.

(λλλ(p) + εεε(p),λλλ(s) + εεε(s)) ∈ Λ. Here, εεε(p), εεε(s) are vectors

of lengths N (p) and N (s) respectively and whose each



component is ε.

Theorem 1 is valid even for the case when the sets

F (p) and F (s) are not mutually exclusive and has arbi-

trary number of common files. However, in this case Λ

is not the capacity region. Detailed description of DCSP

and the proof of Theorem 1 can be found in technical

report [16].

IV. MCSP ALGORITHM

In this section we briefly outline the MCSP algorithm

in which only a fixed set of non-interfering secondary

base-stations, denoted without loss of generality as

SB1, . . . ,SBG respectively (where G ≤ M ), coopera-

tively queue and serve primary packet requests.

In the MCSP algorithm we attempt to minimize the av-

erage number of primary files cached by secondary base-

stations subject to the constraint that all request-queues

are stable and primary packet requests are satisfied

ahead of secondary ones in each secondary base-station.

The algorithm is constructed using renewal frame based

optimization methods. In these methods, the timeline

is partitioned into contiguous collection of slots with

each collection being referred to as a frame. Each frame

is defined in terms of a “system state”; a new frame

begins whenever the system-state is refreshed. In our

case we define the system state to be the total length of

all primary request-queues in the network similar to the

way primary users’ channel occupancy process was used

as system-state in [8]. Note, in that work the authors did

not study cooperative caching. Each frame begins when

the sum of all primary request-queues transition from

zero to a non-zero value.

Under the MCSP algorithm at the beginning of the

r’th period (where r = 1, 2, . . .) for every k (where

1 ≤ k ≤ G) we first estimate the number of primary

files (n̂∗
k(r)) that would be cached at SBk by a renewal-

frame based method had the beginning of the period co-

incided with the beginning of a frame. n̂∗
k(r) is obtained

by maximizing a standard Lyapunov drift plus penalty

expression over a frame that consists of two terms: one

decreasing with number of cached primary files and the

other increasing with number of cached primary files and

length of secondary request-queues. A constant penalty

parameter V is associated with the former term; higher

V means lesser number of cached primary files and vice-

versa. The actual number of cached primary files (n∗
k(r))

at SBk can be higher than n̂∗
k(r). This is because, at the

beginning of a period some primary request-queues in

a secondary base-station might be non-empty and we

need to ensure that all primary files corresponding to

those queues are cached at that base-station. More details

about MCSP can be found in [16].
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Guaranteed Stability Region for MCSP
Let Λ

(p)
0 denote the set of primary request gener-

ation rate vectors which can be satisfied even in ab-

sence of cooperation. Consider the region ΛMCSP de-

fined as the set {(λλλ(p),λλλ(s)) : λλλ(p) ∈ Λ
(p)
0 ,λλλ(s) ∈

Interior(Λ(s)(λλλ(p)))}. For a given λλλ(p)
the set Λ(s)(λλλ(p))

defines the set of all secondary request generation rates

that can be supported if B−1 most popular primary files

are cached at each cooperative secondary base-station

in each period and if only cooperative secondary base-

stations can simultaneously transmit secondary packets

when some cooperative base-station is transmitting a

primary packet.

Theorem 2: Under the MCSP algorithm the network

is stable for all request generation rate vectors in ΛMCSP.

Proof is provided in [16]. Clearly, the guaranteed sta-

bility region is greater than the capacity region without

cooperation. With respect to request generation rates

of primary users, the guaranteed stability region under

the MCSP algorithm remains the same as for the case

without cooperation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we observe the performance of the

DCSP and MCSP algorithms through simulations using

C-programming language. For simplicity we consider a

network with 3 non-interfering secondary base-stations

and one primary and secondary user in each of these 3

small cells; there is no other primary user in the network.

We consider symmetric request generation: request gen-

eration rates by primary (and secondary) users in each

small cell are equal. For convenience, we denote the sum

of request generation rates of all primary users in the

entire network as λ(p) and the request generation rates

of every secondary user as λ(s) respectively. We use the

following parameters: B is 200, C is 50, T is 100, p



is 0.7, |F (p)| and |F (s)| respectively, are both equal to

400. There is one popularity state and the popularity

of primary and secondary files have a Zipf distribution

with parameter 0.8. All simulations are run for 2,000,000

slots. For comparison we use a non-cooperative protocol

(details can be found in [16]) wherein all primary user

requests are served by PB.

In Fig. 2 we compare the base-10 logarithm of time-

averaged response delay for primary packets under both

DCSP and the non-cooperative algorithm for different

values of primary user request generation rates. The

response delay for every transmitted packet is measured

as the time between generation of the corresponding file

request by a user and the time slot when the packet is

successfully transmitted to that user. Average primary

(respectively secondary) response delay is obtained by

averaging response delays of all primary (resp. sec-

ondary) packets that are transmitted during the simula-

tion run-time1. Plotting base-10 logarithm values allow

us to view relatively high values of the time-averaged

delay along with smaller values. Two values of λ(s) : 0.1
50

and 0.3
50 are used; for each value of λ(s), the value of

λ(p) is varied from 0.1
50 to 0.8

50 . Note that maximum λ(p)

that can be satisfied without cooperation is 0.7
50 ; as a

result, average delay is very high without cooperation for

λ(p) = 0.7
50 and 0.8

50 . From Fig. 2 we observe that for these

primary user request generation rates, average primary

response delay is lowered under DCSP since the system

is stable under DCSP. The difference in average delays

is more pronounced as λ(p) increases or λ(s) decreases.

In Fig. 3 we plot base-10 logarithm of time-averaged

primary and secondary response delay and the average

number of primary files cached versus λ(s) when λ(p) is
0.2
50 . We plot these values for the case without cooper-

ation, under the DCSP algorithm, and under the MCSP

algorithm with different values of the penalty parameter

V . From Fig. 3a we observe the primary users do not

benefit under the DCSP algorithm as compared to the

case of no cooperation. This is due to relatively high

request generation rates by secondary users as compared

to λ(p) because of which primary user requests are not

served very often under the DCSP algorithm. However,

under the MCSP algorithm, average primary response

delay is small as primary user requests are served with

higher priority by secondary users over secondary user

requests. Further, this delay improves with higher λ(s).

This is because with higher λ(s) there is higher backlog

of secondary user requests queued at each secondary

base-station. As a result, each secondary base-station

caches more primary files with increasing λ(s).

1Note that average response delay is directly proportional to average
length of request-queues, by Little’s law. Lower queue length implies
lower response delay and vice-versa.

We observe from Fig. 3b that when 50λ(s) is less

than 0.75, average secondary response delay decreases

under cooperation when DCSP or MCSP with penalty

parameter V = 0.01 are used. This is because, as

observed from Fig. 3c under both these algorithms 199

out of every 200 cache positions at each secondary base-

station are filled by primary files2. This in turn reduces

opportunities for secondary base-stations to satisfy mul-

tiple secondary file requests in a period. For higher

λ(s) however, the system is unstable without cooperation

and both these algorithms perform better than the case

without cooperation. Comparing the average secondary

response delay under MCSP with V = 0.01 and that

under DCSP also shows that, it is not guaranteed that

the average secondary response delay is lowered under

MCSP for any value of V . However, for some choices of

V (for example V = 0.02 in Fig. 3) the MCSP algorithm

can lower average secondary response delay by striking

a balance between the number of primary files cached

versus system stability. We observe that, for this network,

MCSP with V = 0.02 is beneficial for both primary and

secondary users in terms of average response delay. For

this value of V , the gain in secondary packet transmis-

sion opportunities in any period (compared to DCSP or

MCSP with V = 0.01) due to higher number of cached

secondary files, offsets the reduction in secondary packet

transmission opportunities due to higher proportion of

primary packets being transmitted by PB.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we studied cooperative caching in cog-

nitive radio networks. Using Lyapunov drift techniques

we proposed a throughput-optimal and a sub-optimal

caching and scheduling policy. In future we will extend

this analysis to more general settings such as multiple

secondary base-stations per primary user and multiple

channels.
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